SDB First Faculty Re-Boot Camp
July 22-23, 2009, San Francisco, CA

Recruits
Helena Araújo    Federal Univ. of Rio de Janeiro
Kristin Artinger    Univ of Colorado Health Science Center
Hui-Min Chung    Univ of West Florida
Ann Corsi    The Catholic University of America
Elizabeth Eldon    California State Univ Long Beach
Deborah Garrity    Colorado State Univ
Jo Anne Powell-Coffman    Iowa State University
Frances Rowe    Edewood College
Michelle Tallquist    UT Southwestern Med Ctr
Judith Thorn    Knox College
Judith Venuti    LSU Heath Sciences Center

Drill Sergeant
Karen Bennett    Univ of Missouri-Columbia

Instructors
Yolanda Cruz    Oberlin College
Susan Ernst    Tufts
Bill Lindstaedt    Univ of California-San Francisco
Mary Ann Mason    Univ of California-Berkeley
Elliot Meyerowitz    Caltech
Janice Morand    Univ of California-Davis
Matt Scott    Stanford
Graciela Unguez    New Mexico State Univ-Las Cruces
Bill Wood    Univ of Colorado-Boulder

Sponsors
Developmental Biology-Elsevier
Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Organized by SDB Professional Development and Education Committee